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On March 25, 1985 at 1017 while the plant was in a cold condition, all control rods
fully inserted, a reactor scram occurred as a result of low vessel level. The vessel
level was being lowered using the Residual Heat Removal System reject to radvaste when
the operators attention was diverted to isolating a leak in the Turbine P>uilding. The
low vessel level alarm was disabled because the vessel level recorder, which initiates
the alarm, had been secured because it was driving upscale as a result of the vessel
level previously being maintained above the range of the recorder at approximately
15 inches below the main steam lines.

At the low level of 177 inches above the top of active fuel a reactor scram occurred.
All rods were fully inserted prior to the scram, but all other expected automatic
actions did occur. Level was immediately restored to the level previously being
maintained.

Licensed operators have been counselled concerning the need to control work activities
within the control area, the responsibility to maintain Control Room formality and to
designate individuals with no concurrent duties to perform critical evolutions.
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On March 25, 1986 at 1017, while the reactor was in a cold condition with all
control rods fully inserted, a reactor scram occurred as a result of a reactor vessel
low level of 177 inches above the top of active fuel. At the time of the scram, the
reactor vessel level was being lowered using the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System to
reject water to radwaste. The Shutdown Cooling System had just been returned to
service, af ter being secured while replacing a floor plug in the Reactor Building.

Several other evolutions were being performed in the Control Room at the time of the
scram. Instrument and Control personnel were working on the feed flow transmitters
and trouble shooting a reactor vessel level instrument problem. This reactor water
level instrument work was not related to the instrument being used to monitor level.
The Instrument and Control work was taking place in the same area of the Control Room
in which the operator was monitoring level. The operator received a call on the plant
paging system informing him of a large Feedwater System leak in the Turbine Building.
This leak was not related to lowering reactor vessel level or to the RHR System.
While isolating the leak the operators attention was diverted from closely monitoring
reactor vessel level.

The reactor vessel low level alarm was not operating, because the reactor vessel level
recorder was turned off. Contacts on the recorder provide vessel high and low level
alarms. The recorder was secured because vessel level was being maintained above the
range of the narrow range instruments, which is the range of the vessel level
recorder. The high level was causing the recorder to centinuously drive upscale. The
recorder has started making a grinding noise as a result of this continuous upscale
signal. The operator was concerned the recorder would be damaged and secured the
recorder.

Because of the lack of low level alarm at 196.5 inches above the top of active fuel,
the leak in the Turbine Building which distracted the operators attention, and the
number of people present in the area of the Control Room where vessel level is
monitored, the operator failed to notice the low vessel level until the reactor scram
occurred. Because of plant conditions all rods were fully inserted prior to the
reactor scram and all other automatic actions expected to take place were verified.
Level was immediately restored to its original level.

Corrective Actions:

1. Licensed operators have been counselled on the need to control work activities
taking place within the control area of the control room, and emphasized their
responsibility to maintain control room formality.

2. Counselled licensed operators on the need to monitor critical evolutions and to
designate individuals to perform these evolutions with no concurrent duties.

3. Revise Operations Department Standing Order 2 (Operating Principles and
Philosophy) to add clarification of when an additional operator should be present
to assist with control room evolutions. This revision will be incorporated by

May 31, 1986.
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April 14, 1986

JAFP-86-0309

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

REFERENCE: DOCKET NO. 50-333 Licensee Event Report: 86-006-00

Dear Sir:

Enclosed please find the referenced Licensee Event Report in accordance
with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.73.

If there are any questions concerning this report, please contact i

Mr. Roger A. Locy (315) 342-3840 Extension 302. I

|' 1%%W
RADFORD J. CONVERSE

RJC:RAL:dmh

Enclosure

CC: USNRC, Region I (1)
INPO Records Center, Altanta, Georgia (1)
Internal Power Authority Distribution

American Nuclear Insurers (1)
NRC Resident Inspector
Document Control Center
LER/OR File
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